
COOKING AND LOBSTER CUISINE

You might be thinking that making lobster at home is no easy feat, but you'd be wrong. We've put together a collection of
lobster recipes that are.

Here's presenting our 10 best lobster recipes to help you get started - 1. Cooking lobsters isn't as tough unless
you are particular about its freshness and want to cook it live. It provides the sauce with the BEST flavour.
This post was first published in and has been updated. That apart, you can also pick lobsters from the fish
market, de-shell and de-vein them and prepare a range of dishes in the comfort of your kitchen. Butter
prepared this way can be used as a medium for cooking lobster without separating, which means it will still be
creamy and emulsified after the lobster is cooked and can thus be used for the sauce. The key to this dish is
using the best eggs you can find, free-range and fresh from the coop if possible scope out the egg scene at your
local farmers market. The addition of rosemary is a wonderful touch as it slightly chars and adds a delightful
aroma that permeates the shell and your kitchen. Succulent crab and lobster meat complement sweet and tangy
Thai pomelo beautifully in this refreshing, elegant salad. It is easy and so unique â€” a perfect recipe for
entertaining. With your thumbs and fingers, open the shell to loosen it from the meat, opening the meat away
from the shell side walls. Recipe: Lobster Rossejat This Catalan dish pronounced rose-ay-YACHT , which
artfully combines rich shellfish, toasty pasta, and plenty of aioli, is my favorite recipe in this entire book. For
the best flavor, continue to baste as the meat cooks. Once prepared, cooked lobster tails can be served
immediately, or chilled and used for salads or lobster rolls. This is THE recipe we loved the most. For the
recipe, click here. Summer is the season of lobster. I only have one major tip. Do not let them burn! The
lobster is butterflied â€” split lengthwise but not quite in half; just enough to crack it open for stuffing. Their
tails, however, are just as firm and flavorful.


